
Faculty Reporting
for State Operating Resource Purposes Summary

Faculty Group Primary Inclusion1 Criteria Comments
Ladder Faculty State appointment type = "Faculty" and Funding Source = "State PSR"

Tenured/Tenure Track Individuals who are either tenured or in a tenure-track appointment. Includes those faculty who have been granted a temporary stop to
tenure clock. Please note, we will no longer refer to these 
individuals as "Visiting Faculty".  A particular title or 
designation will be created for this group of faculty.

Tenured/Tenure Track GFT 2 Individuals who have a "GFT" qualifier in their title and  receive a state paycheck. Includes tenured or tenure track appointments only.

Librarians Individuals with a "Librarian" qualifier in their title who are identified as holding 
tenure-track positions.

Non-Ladder Faculty State appointment type = "Faculty" and Funding Source = "State PSR"

Non-Tenure Track (Teaching) Individuals who typically hold (but are not limited to) titles such as Lecturer, 
Instructor, Clinical Instructor or Visiting.

Covers a variety of teaching positions that exist outside the ladder
ranks. Adjuncts are specifically excluded.

Research Faculty Individuals who exclusively conduct research and are either a  Primary Investigator (PI)
or Co-PI 

Must supervise students or other assistants collaborating on or 
assisting with research 
(ex. post-doctoral scholars or RF employees who have a 
concurrent volunteer State appt.)

Non-tenure Track GFT 2

(Teaching)
Individuals who have a "GFT" qualifier in their title and  receive a state paycheck. Includes non-tenure track appointments.

Librarians Individuals with a "Librarian" qualifier in their title who are identified as holding non-
tenure-track positions.

Categories of Faculty 1

1Other Contributors to the Instructional Mission : Personnel who are members of the following groups will not be reported in official faculty FTE tabulations:  Medical Residents, 
Fellows, Post-Doc's, EOC Faculty, Adjunct Faculty, Volunteer Faculty, Graduate Assistants, Teaching Assistants, Research Assistants, Preceptors, Student Assistants or any other 
individuals who are at the University for the principal purpose of being a graduate student.  These individuals make important contributions to the university's instructional mission and 
while they are not counted as faculty--these contributors are considered during the Budget and Planning process as an important part of the overall support needs for faculty.

2Tenure/Tenure-Track and Non-Tenure Track Geographic Full Time (GFT) Faculty : Will be displayed and depending on the circumstances or analysis may or may not be counted.

See the document "Faculty Reporting" for more details.
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